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Springer Heads South to Excellence
PUJA MEHTA
Alestle Managing Editor

Department of English Language
and Literature professor Carl Springer is
leaving the university to be the SunTrust
Chair of Excellence in Humanities at the
University of Tennessee at Chattanooga,
beginning Aug. 1.
Springer is one of very few in the
world who has done extensive research
on Coelius Sedulius, a fifth-century
Christian poet, making him a prime candidate for the position.
"I studv the classics - Greek and
Latin auth~r . ve pu lished a lot of
books on a Roman · author named
Sedulius and l'\'c also written a book on
Martin Luther and the fables of Aesop.
So I think in part, they were interested
in me at the University ofTennessee [at]
Chattanooga because of my research
record," Springer said. "Sedulius was an
important early medieval Latin poet
whose works were popular for centuries,
but they aren't very well-known today."
Not only has he conducted research
at universities, but Springer said his job
also allows him to travel in order to
study ancient texts.
"My research is focused on ancient
Latin texts. I track them down in
archives and libraries in Europe. So I
travel to Europe a lot. That's where most
of the manuscripts of the authors I work

speakers, etcetera," Springer said. "What
really excites me about this job is it will
allow me to do all three of these things:
research, teaching, and service."
As Springer continues advancing in
these three components of being a professor, his role at the University of Tennessee will be especially important for
promoting a core element of any university.
"So this new job is called the SunTrust Chair of Excellence in the Humanities. And part of what they want me to
do is teach, part of what they want me
to do is research, but they're also intere te in ha ing this position advocate for
the humanities," Springer said.
According to Springer, the study of
humanities is essential to any wellrounded education.
"There was at least one scientist on
the search committee - a biologist. And
one of the things they were really interested in was when I tal_ked with them
about was how important it is for the
humanities to be integrated with STEM:
Science, Technology, Engineering and
Mathematics. There's so much emphasis
today on STEM," Springer said. "So if a
student is doing a [biomedical] major, I
think what happens is sometimes the humanities get overlooked. The value of
being able to communicate, being able
to read critically or to think critically those are skills that are really helpful and

I put a lot of time, effort and devotion into
this institution ... I've worked on a lot of
projects in the college and in the university.
it's kind of bittersweet to leave,
C arl Spring er
English Professor

on are," Springer said. "I'll apply for
grants, but the University [of Tennessee]
will also help me fund trips to do research in libraries in America and Europe."
Although SIDE is facing a budget
crisis, Springer said his reason for leaving did not have to do with. finances, but
had more to do with wanting to do
.something new.
"I don't think it was so much the financial problems the state of Illinois is
having. It's just that I've been here for
15 years and I'd been at Illinois State for
16 years before that," Springer said. "So
I was looking for a new opportunity and
a change of scenery and this is a real
great chance for me to use some of the
talents I have."
Springer said there are three aspects
of being a professor that mean the most
to him, no matter where he works in the
future.
"I see the professor's job as having
three components and teaching is the
most. important one for me and that's
why I went into this profession. I love
being involved with students and really
enjoy the classroom interaction with students. Sometimes I get them involved in
my research too. Then research is the
second component .... And then service
is the third component. One thing I'd
like to do in the area of service is maybe
organize a conference - bring in guest

actually necessary for whatever profession you go into."
Since part of his new job will involve harmonizing different subjects to
emphasize the importance of the humanities, Springer said he is looking forward
to the task.
"The big human picture is often
something we all lose sight of because
we're so wrapped up living life that we
often don't step back and think about
it," Springer said. "So this will be fun to work in a new setting and try fo integrate the humanities in STEM courses."
Accordiqg to Springer, the questions
he challenges students to think about are
an integral part of life that everyone
eventually thinks about.
"Even though you students all are
busy ... I think that deep down, every
human being is deeply interested in the
kinds of questions about life raised by
the humanities. Sometimes we· don't
have time to think about them, but eventually we will. Eventually, questions
about art, questions about your relationship with other human beings or questions about your own mortality - death
- will engage you," Springer said. "And
sooner or later, everyone will start thinking more deeply about what it means to
be human. I think it's important to start
that process, continue that process or
learn how to get involved in that process
while you're in college'. It's a perfect
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time."
At the University of Tennessee,
Springer hopes to show students the
critical nature of his area of study, but he
said he also hopes to share his thoughts
with people outside of solely his department.
"I'll be in the Department of Modern and Classical Languages, so I will be
teaching Greek and Latin courses, probably ... ," Springer said. "I'd like to make
a contribution to the department that
I'm in and help advocate for the humanities, both at the university level and in
the community too, to help people see
how important the humanities are."
Although Springer has taught several courses, he said his favorite one is
about Greek and Roman mythology.
"I think classical mythology is my
favorite class to teach - Greek and
Roman mythology. I teach a course here
on that subject, and we delve deep into
the stories - what they mean, what's
significant about those stories, or how
we should interpret them today,"
Springer said. "So it's a fun course. I'll
probably teach courses like that too at
Chattanooga."
Springer said one of the best parts
of teaching at SIUE are the students
here.

"I really have enjoyed my students.
For the firs t 10 years here, I didn't teach
too much. I was a full-time administrator. In the last five years, I've been teaching full time and I've discovered that
we've got wonderful students here,"
Springer said. "They're hard working
and it's been a real pleasure to interact
with the students over the years ."
Springer is not the only person who
values the teaching aspect of his profession. Ian Green, an SIUE alumnus who
had taken "Introduction to the Bible,"
"Fantasy and Mythology" and "History
of the English Language" with Springer,
said Springer's passion for the subject
matter, as well as interest in students'
ideas spoke for itself.
"His teaching definitely showed
how interested he was in interacting
with students. He was always willing
and excited to talk: about things after
class and be helpful," Green said. '"History of the English Language' was probably my favorite class that I took with
[Springer]. The class was basically a very
long, random fact session, but every
time [Springer] taught it, he was r~ally
excited and passionate about the next
random fact he was going to teach you."
SPRINGER! pg. 3
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According to alumnus Sean Sheridan, who took "Senior Seminar" with
Springer, said another one of Springer's
qualities that students appreciated was
his desire to be there.
"My experience with [Springer] was
fantastic. Just to sum it up, he was just
genuinely happy to be there and that's
what you want from your teachers. Then
you'll be happy to be there," Sheridan
said. "He's not someone who's there just
to get the paycheck. He's so inviting to
hear what you think."
While Springer encourages student
participation, his expertise in his area of
study gives him the ability to share wisdom with students. Sheridan said one of
his favorite memories of Springer involves being taught another language.
"He just glows with knowledge. He
can just throw out German and Latin
words out of nowhere. The German language has a lot of words that [English
speakers] don't to describe emotions.
And I forget what the word was, but
there's a word he told us for when you're
just walking and you remember something you wish you would have said in a
conversation earlier. There's a German
word for it and he can just bust knowledge like that out," Sheridan said.
Despite Springer's extensive creden-

tials, Green said one of his favorite parts
of having him as a teacher was the fact
that he was able to communicate his
knowledge at a level students could understand.
"[Springer] is an expert on so many
things, including the Bible, so he can
talk about so many things in extremely
refined detail," Green said. "In comparison to other English teachers,
[Springer] seemed more casual in his interactions with students. He seemed
more like a really smart student and not
like a teacher. It's good when a teacher
can be like that."
In spite of Springer's brilliance
when it comes to his research, Sheridan
said he appreciated the fact that Springer
was always curious to learn more.
"He, more than most teachers I've
ever had, wants to learn from you as
much as you want to learn from him. Especially in this 'Comedy Senior Seminar'
because all the stuff that we laugh at and
watch today, he's still learning about. In
the second half of his class, we moved
into modern comedy and he was just all
ears," Sheridan aid.
Although Sheridan graduated, he
said Springer would be missed at SIUE.
"It's always a bummer to lose somebody with credentials like his. I like having teachers that you just feel like they
know so much more than they're letting
on. ... [Springer] has this skill to have

Furst-Bowe chooses to
weather the storm of
SIUE's financial crisis
PUJA MEHTA
Alestle Managing Editor

At a recent meeting with the
university's board of trustees,
Chancellor Julie Furst-Bowe's
contract was extended to 2017.
Furst-Bowe's salary will be increased from $287,136 to
$302,500 for the following years.
However, Furst-Bowe was
named one of two finalists for the
position of vice chancellor for academic and student affairs at Minnesota State Colleges and
Universities, a system comprised
of seven state universities and 24
two-year community, technical
and comprehensive colleges.
A final decision was set to be
made at the end of May, but
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to be able to be so much smarter than
everybody else in the room and not
show it," Sheridan said.
Even though the university will miss
Springer, Springer said he will miss certain parts of SIDE, while other things not so much.
"I put a lot of time, effort and devotion into this institution. I was associate
dean in the College of Arts and Sciences
for 10 years, so I've worked on a lot of
projects in the college and in the university. ... it's kind of bittersweet to leave,"
Springer said. "I'll miss my students and
I'll miss my dear colleagues in the English Department. I walk a lot, and I'll
miss the beautiful campus. I will not
miss the geese."
While at SIUE, Springer contributed to creating freshmen seminars
and establishing the univer ity's honors
program.
"I have a lot of memories. I helped
to develop a freshman seminar for all
new students. The idea was that every
freshman would be part of this seminar
where they would really get to know the
profes or, their classmates and get to
know the university a little bit. I worked
really hard on that," Springer said. "And
also, the honors program. I spent a lot
of time with that over the years and I'm
very excited about what's going on right
now with the honors program here. So
those were some things I worked as an

administrator and faculty member,
which I'm so glad to see that they've become very important now."
After 15 years at SIUE, Springer
says he hopes the best for the university,
with regards to the budget as well as the
educational component of the school.
"I can't predict the future, but I
hope that SIUE will find [its] way forward in these difficult times financially.
I'm confident that we'll come out
stronger and better at the end than we
were at the beginning," Springer said.
"Everything you learn here should help
make you a well-educated human being
who is successful not only as a professional worker, but also as a citizen, as a
family member [and] as a citizen of the
world. Those are all really important
things too. Jobs are terribly important it's great to want to get a good job but I hope SIUE doesn't lose sight of
those centralities like the humanities that
make up the core of a university education."
Sheridan aid he is grateful for his
time learning from Springer.
"IfI had the opportunity to, I would
absolutely take another class with him ,"
Sheridan said. "I wish him all the best
and I couldn't have asked for a better
professor to end my bachelor' degree."
Puja Mehta can be reached at
pmehta@alestlelive.com or 650-3527.

Craigslist killer charged with murder of SIUE student
PUJA MEHTA
Alest/e Managing Editor

A St. Louis man, Michael Gordon, has been charged with the murder of sophomore engineering
shortly before the meeting of student Taylor Clark.
Sill's board of trustees, FurstClark was selling his 2007 NisBowe withdrew her name from san 350ZX on Craigslist, when Gorthe Minnesota post.
don responded to his advertisement.
Despite SIUE's financial cri- On May 4, Clark met up with Gorsis, Furst-Bowe said she is eager to don to show him the car and was resee the direction in which the uni- ported missing by family members
versity is headed.
fater that day.
"I appreciate the board of
Tuesda¼ May 5, the day aft.er he
trustees' confidence in my leader- was reported missing, Clark's bcxl.y
ship team and our strategic plan was found in a shallow grave approxfor SIUE," Furst-Bowe said.
"During these challenging times
for higher education, we have
positive momentum and I look
forward to continuing our efforts
to raise SIUE's academic profile
nationally and internationally."

imatdy 400 yards away from a trucking company parking lot in Hazelwood, Mo., where Gordon was
employed. Autopsy results determined the cause of death to be a single gunshot wound to the head
According to investigators,
Clark and GJrdon did not know each
other before the Craigslist transaction. Gordon was arrested after his
name Wa/1 found in emails between
him and Clark regarding the car
being sold
Investigators said Gordon shot
Clark during his lunch break. Gordon
has been charged with armed criminal action and first-degree murder

and is in custody at the St. Louis
County jail on a $1 million dollar
cash-only bond.
During GJrdon's first court appearance, St. Louis County Circuit
Judge John Borbonus III provisionally set a preliminary hearing for June
29. However, Borbonus told GJrdon
the case would likely be going to the
grand jury and any allegations would
eliminate the necessity of the preliminary hearing. Gordon does not yet
have an attorney.
Pu]a Mehta can be reached at
pmehta@aJestfeHve.com or 650-3527.

SIUE School of Dental Medicine

Pu]a Mehta can be reached at
pmehto@alestleflve.com or 6EJJ-3527.

congratulates its

Spring 2015 Graduates
Ale Beavers
Ana Biscontine
ick Bi hop
Jillian Bruch
Claire Carrow
Bradley Cox
Travis Cripps
Andrea Diaz
Patrick Farrow
Eric Flesher
Adam Fritgerald
Stephanie Grider
Brian Hamel
Trevor Hamm
Andrew Hartman
Ale andria Hawkins
Amy Hazelwood
Joshua Heimerdinger
fark Hobbie
loana Iacob
Carly Joehl
Caleb King
ance Knauer
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ancy Lin
Gordon Luong

Richard Luong
Heather Mahassek
Kye Mallernee
Ashley Mc ealy
Reesa Mercado
Courtney Morgan
Patrick Murphy
Michael eal
Megan Oldridge
Bradley O'Reilly
Zachary Reiff
Kasey Santel
Kristi chafer
l\Iauhew haughne
Lucas SL I
Mazen ullan
Erin Syzdek
Kevin Theiss
Sarah Tien
Kent Tunl':'berg
Jennifer \Vorner
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Explore 'the Unknown' with a student-created theater company
PUJA MEHTA
A/estle Reporter
As the art of performance is conformed by modern technology and discovery, former and current SIUE
students are coming together in the Holy
Upside Down Theatre Company to perform at this year's St. Lou Fringe Festival.
'
1
Brya'n Scott; a member of the H;oly
Upside Down Theatre Compan~ skid
Jonah Walker, founder, gathered a small
group of people from the university's theater department to create a show for the
St. Lou Fringe Festival. Scott is an alumnus from Mascoutah.
"The Holy Upside Down Theatre
Company was created by Jonah Walker
and he assembled us actors: me, Amanda
Wales; Jonah is in it as well. [Also] Olivia
Foort, Francesca Ferrari and Kourtney
Brenner is like the technology side. Teryl
Thurman is our stage manager and also
one of our performers [as well]," Scott
said. "[The St. Lou Fringe Festival] is a
festival to celebrate alternative theatre.
It's more experimental stuff and not
mainstream like musicals and stuff like
that."
As a performer, Scott said he would
not only be acting in the play, but all of
the members in the company would also
be helping to create the story from
scratch.
"[Walker] gathered us and he said,
'Hey, we're going to make a piece for [ the
St. Lou Fringe Festival].' And the name
of the piece is 'The Unknown.' It's a devised piece of theatre so we're creating
everything about it. We're creating all the
words; there's no script yet," Seo; ~aid .
"We're creating d1e script as we go. We're
creating all the movemc11t, all the dialog,
all the everything."

' '

This is an opportunity for me to
explore something that is really, really
outside of my comfort zone and kind of
expand my skills as an artist.
Olivia Foort
Holy Uf>side Down Theatre Member
\

According to Scott, "The Unknown"
is futuristic in the sense of space travel
being common for the wealthy.
"Rich people go to the moon for vacation and things like that," Scott said.
"Right now, the government is not getting a whole lot of funding to NASA, so
NASA is not exactly where it was in the
'60s. So in our play, our work is being
funded by an Elon Musk-type person_someone who is a wealthy philanthropist
who is like, 'Hey, I want to further
hU111an knowledge in space and everything."'
Although "The Unknown" takes
place in the future, Holy Upside Down
Theatre Company member Olivia Foort,
who is also a senior theater performance
major from San Francisco, Calif., said her
role in the creation of the story was finding the most realistic approach to express
ideas.
'Just because I come from a traditional theater background, I feel like I
can be one of those people who's sitting
there going, 'That's too abstract. That
doesn't make any sense.' ... We all have so
many ideas and obviously everything
can't go into the play and not everything
fits together," Poort said. "So I feel like,
of the group, I'm not the best at coming
up with die craziest idea or the most abstract way to get an idea across, but I

tend to be the one who goe\, 'Okay, you
have this idea. Let's find a realistic way
to make that happen."'
While "The Unknown" has a lot to
do with expanding humanity's awareness
of space, Scott said the piece also explores the dilemma of knowledge without any limitations.
"The basic gist is it's in the not-toodistant future. I think the date is 2042.
So not super far away, but far enough
that technology can develop somewhat,
and we're going to the closest possible
planet. And I won't give away a lot of it
because there's some twists and turns at
the end, but it's about space travel and
about the risk that it takes to acquire
knowledge," Scott said. "Several years
ago, we didn't have the Internet and now
we have it and it's given us so many good
things, but so many bad things also. So,
I think ("The Unknown"] is exploring
not only the nature of knowledge and
how there is the double power principle
connected to knowledge - to where anything, no matter what it is, can be used
for good or bad - but also our place on
the planet."
The issues captured in "The Unknown" arc not only about acquiring
knowledge, but Scott said the play will
also explore the connection between insight and imprudence.

"["The Unknown"] is kind of carelessness with knowledge and our carelessness with power. And I understand we
are humans and we can only think so far
into the future," Scott said. ''We can't sec
all the consequences. We can sec a couple
and we can kind of put in safeguards to
prevent or maybe have some of the consequences not be so bad. But, we cannot
predict everything."
Even though "The Unknown" was
created by the Holy Upside Down Theatre Company, Poort said some of the
themes were influenced by today's film
industry.
"I feel like [Walker] was definitely inspired by all the movies that are coming
out now, like 'Interstellar' and things like
that. Just sort of looking at these really
big issues that hU111anity is starting to
face and we're kind of on this threshold
of something big coming. Something has
to change and our goal is to kind of
tackle those big issues in as minimal a
way as possible. So, not a lot of tuff, not
a lot of props - just people," Poort said.
According to Scott, an important aspect of"The Unknown" is the fact that it
is more relatable than more traditional
Shakespearean-type plays.
'I mean, I love Shakespeare, but he
talks about some things that aren't necessarily relatable. And that's great for him,
but I think it's important to have theater
or art in general be critiquing and shedding light on issues that affect us now,"
Scott said.
Despite the fact that the theme is
crucial to d1e body of the pcrform~nce,
Scott said the Holy Upside Down Theatre Company and other groups creating
modern art are an essential facet of theater because they promotes change and
innovation.
"The Holy Upside Down Theatre
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Company is important because I think theater is - I
don't want to ay rigid or stiff, but with most theater
you have a script, then you learn your lines and then you
go through the motions of your script with the other
actors and you recreate something. You recreate something that's been done however many times before. But,
with the Holy Upside Down Theatre Company, we're
making it all. We have ideas; we have concepts. We have
little pictures in our head that we think would look very
cool or would be beneficial to other people. So we're
creating it as we go," Scott said. "It's a living thing, essentially. And I'm not saying theater is dead or that a
script that's been put up over and over again isn't worth
putting up, but I think there's a real thrill and real merit
to making something as you go, especially when it's
dealing with ideas that are pertinent to our society
now."
Scott said even though creating the plot from nothing is important to the creative side of the performing
arts, it is also intimidating.
"It's exciting and scary. Freedom is terrifying as an
artist. Orson Welles said that, 'Invention is the mother
of necessity.' So if you have limitations, you have something to go off of - kind of like a guide," Scott said.
"And we do have ome limitations - the show can only
be 60 minutes and we have our topic. But, as far as the
actual content - what happens to the characters, who
these characters are, as far as a lot of the minutiae - it's
nerve-racking in a good way because it makes you want
to get up and makes you want to create it. But then, because of the nature of the work, you want to make urc
of things like: 'Was that creative choice the right one?
Docs it fit in well with everything else? "
Unlike Scott, Foore i more interested in classical
theater. As this is her first rime being able co \Vrite the
performance he \Vill be in, Foort said chis is a chance
for her to de clop artistry he has not been a part of before.
"For me, thi is kind of an opportunity to explore a
different type of theater because I'm usually the person
who is very much about a traditional type of theater, like
you have one director, they give you a script, you sit
down and memorize it and you do the show. For this,
it's completely different ... So this is an opportunity for
me to explore something that is really,· really outside of
my comfort zone and kind of expand my skills as an
artist," Foort said.
Foort said she has learned that writing the script is
more difficult than what she is used to in traditional theater performances.
"It's much harder than just taking someone else's
words and making something out of them because you
kind of have to think about not just yourself, but the
whole direction of the play and everyone else's characters as well. I wouldn't say it's better or worse, but it's
definitely a different set of skills that I haven't used before," Foort said.
The Holy Upside Down Theatre Company will
only be able to write and perform "The Unknown" together, as many alumni are going separate ways after the
St. Lou Fringe Festival. Scott said this experience will
help him with his career goals.
"I'm going to Lo Angeles at the end of June because I want to go be a stunt-man for Hollywood

www.alestlellve:com
films," Scott said. "For me, this is a great jumping on
point before I jump to professional performance in Los
Angeles to do something like this that is so freeing, but
also stressful, nerve-racking and open. It's a fantastic
pre-test to ev.erything that I will hopefully encounter in
the future."
According to Foore, the Holy Upside Down Theatre Company is helping her prepare for the future of
theater as well as for her personal career goals.
"I feel like a lot of people sec theater as a very specific thing and really this experimental device sort of
theater is taking over," Foore said. "Something that
we're told as actors a lot is, 'Nobody is going to come
up to you and hand you work. If you want to do work
that you believe in, you need to write it yourself.' And
that's really helped me look at my future and go, 'What
kind of work do I want to do? What do I need to do to
start making it?' And this is kind of the starting point
for that."
While performing in the St. Lou Fringe Festival is
exciting, Scott said people will also enjoy "The Unknown" because it involves the exploration of outer
space.
"This show is exploring things that are fun - like
space travel and seeing other planets. The parts of 'Star
Trek' and 'Star Wars' that were kind of ethereal for us
when we were watching 'Star Trek' and 'Star Wars things that were like 'Oh my God. That's so cool, but
that's completely unrealistic.' With us, because it is in
the future, we have pieces of those technologies and we
get to actively do things with them," Scott said. "I think
that' inspiring - even more so than 'Star Trek' aud
' tar War ' becau e we arc actually using it and it's not
too far in the future. I think the value of inspiration and
challenging monotony is incredibly valuable and that's
a big part of why people should go sec this."
To make the space travel as realistic as possible,
Scott said the Holy Up ide Down Theatre Company
had to do a lot of re earch, in addition to the writing
and rehearsing of the performance. The group only had
about two and a half months to put everything together.
''We've been researching the actual transcripts from
most NASA launches so we're getting the technical jargon. We're getting the structure of the launch; we're
getting the basic day-to-day activities of the astronauts
up in space," Scott said. "We're studying theoretical engines that NASA is using. They have something called
an alcubierre drive, which is basically a warp drive. Instead of sending a ship through space, you're sending
space around a ship. That's the basic gist of it. And then
we're studying relativity and a whole bunch of other
topics, but we're trying to make as much as possible be
based in actual science so the discoveries that we make
and the stories that we tell will have actual weight to it."
''The-Unknown" will nor only inspire those who see
it due to its futuristic nature, but also Scott said it will
also cause people to think about various aspects of
everyday life.
"I really think we need to be more self-aware of our
decisions - not even just technology, but I think in life,
when you come to a precipice, a mrning point or a fork
in the road, you do need to take the time out and say,
'Okay, this is where I'm at and I need to think through
what I can with the resources that I have. If I go this
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way, what's going to happen? If I go that way, what's
going· to happen?"' Scott said.
Poort said even though she is not extremely captured by sdence fiction, the morals of"The Unknown"
are critical.
"I'm not a huge sci-fi person, but this show really
re onates with me because I draw that connection between the universe and my own life. And I think that's
a connection a lot of other people will feel and they'll
really be able to get that out of our show," Foore said.
Not only is the Holy Upside Down Theatre Company an integral part of a modern art movement, but
Foort said the entire St. Lou Fringe Festival is a creative
outlet for artists.
"I defin1tely feel like people should go to the [St.
Lou Fringe Festival] because it, like me, gets people out
of their comfort zone . I think a lot of people just see
theater as musicals or plays, but theater can really be
anything as long as you have actors in a space with an
audience," Poort said. "I think [the St. Lou Fringe Festival] is a fantastic opportunity for people to come out
and expand their horizons on theater a little bit, to see
that it's not just three hours of sitting in a dark, stuffy
theater watching a ballet, an opera or some old dead
guy' play. Theater is very much alive. It's being written
right now by us, by college students, by young people."
Ar the St. Lou Fringe Festival, each performance
gets ten minutes to set up, 60 minutes tO perform, and
ten minutes to tear down. According ro Foore, there will
be several age groups and variou types of performances.
"In the [St. Lou] Fringe Festival, it' mo tly adults.
I think we're the only college group, acwally," Foore
aid. "We went to an event called the Fringe Tease,
where we kind of saw a preview for everything and it's
a huge range of stuff. There's stuff that's a little more
serious, like us, there's improv, stand-up comedy, there
are dance shows, there's some burlesque stuff; so, it' a
huge range of stuff"
To attend the t. Lou Fringe Festival, a 5 badge
must be purchased. There will also be an additional
charge depending on the show being seen. "The Unknown" has a charge of $10 per person.
"It seems like a lot to pay, but all of the money that
is paid for [the St. Lou Fringe Festival] pretty much
goes to the arti ts. It's not advertising stuff; it's not
weird space stuff," Foort said. "Literally all of the
money you pay for any show that you go see goes to the
artists and through the ticket sales, you are directly supporting the creation of brand new art."
The St. Lou Fringe Festival will take place at the
Creative Exchange Lab in downtown St. Louis on
Wednesday, Jw1e 17 through Sunday, June 21 and
Wednesday, June 24 through Sunday, June 28. ''The Unknown" will be performed on Thursday, June 18 at 9
p.m., Saturday, June 20 at 6 p.m., Sunday, June 21 at 1
p.m., Thursday, June 25 at 9 p.m., Friday, June 26 at 6
p.m. and Saturday, June 27 at 7:30 p.m. Ticket can be
ordered at stlfringe.com. After Wednesday, June 17,
they can be bought at the door.

Puja Mehta can be reached at pmehta@alestlellve.com or
650-3530.
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At Dawn We Rage combines dubstep
and technO for an eleCtrifying sound
Michael Oranlka
A lestle Reporte r

t

Although they are classified as dubstep, At D awn We R age's indiscriminatory combination of seemingly every digital sound makes
them a genre of their own. It is hard to say exactly what genre it specializes in, but at first listen, one might say dubstep or techno pop.
Listening to its music will make you feel like you are hearing colors. With a booming bass track and quiet 8-bit ballad in the background, songs like "More and More" and "The Fall," which is part of
the album, "The Best of Simplify Bass: Vol. 4," will leave you wanting
more of their addicting sound.
Ar Dawn We Rage seems to be aware of the fact that good artwork
goes well with good music - all of its titles have an amazing, digitally-rendered cover, perfect for anyone who wants to casuaUy play the
video on YouTubc or on their phone. At Dawn We Rage's combination
of art and mu ic produces the perfect listening experience.
Although some of the songs do nor have the classic "bas drop"
that make dubstep fans go insane, At Dawn We Rage compensates for
it with relaxing and pul acing chords, bass and synthesizer - its trademark, which can be heard in "Higher Than High," "4U" and "Isra's
Universe."
At Dawn \Ve Rage is comprised of three members: the producer
Scormy Logan, drummer Travis Seekrits and guitarist and keyboardist
Zach O'Donnal. With these seemingly simple band positions, they
come together to make harmonious music nothing short of genius.
At Dawn We Rage can be downloaded from ituncs and streamed
from Spotify and S0tmdCloud.
Michael Oranlka can be reached at moranika@alestlelive.com or 650-3530.

I

Photo vio At Dawn We Rage's Facebook

Express your opinion 24 hours a day, seven
days a week. Polls, message boards and
more at www .alestlellve.com.
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Play it safe online:

A valuable lesson from Clark's death
Red ribbons tied on trees and
mailboxes throughout the small
town of St. Jacob and cars with
painted
windows
that
say
"#TeamTaylor" solemnly remind
those in the community of the life
that was taken from Taylor Clark
just a few weeks ago.
Caitlin Lally
Copy Editor

Despite the obvious mourning

taking place around our communi~
unfortunately this isn't the first time
a "Craigslist killing'' has occurred.
According to the Huffington
Post, since 2009 there have been
more than 45 murders linked to
Craigslist and that number
continues to increase, so I feel that
now is as good a time as any to
emphasize the importance of
Internet safety.
Growing up, many ofus were
probably taught the whole "stranger
danger" thing, but nowadays, in a
society that utiliz.es the Internet for
basically everything, avoiding
strangers is almost impossible.
Social media, biogs and forums
all thrive on the ease of connection

among users, no matter what their
geographic location. The Internet
has made it fairly easy to find people
with the same interests, hobbies and
questions as you, but with that
convenience comes a cost.
More than likely, we've all been
the recipient of an unwanted friend
request from someone with no
mutual friends and wondered,
'How did you find me?' Who
knows what their motive was to add
you, but it's no mystery that there
are people with bad intentions
lurking on the Internet_
When it comes to buying and
selling items via the Internet, it's
always a good idea to be somewhat
of a skeptic. Coming off as naive
and inexperienced can possibly lead
to someOQe taking advantage of
you; therefore, be sure to do enough
research to know what you're
talking about.
Also, if you plan to meet with
someone you've only had contact
with through the Internet, whether
it be for a date or a transaction,
schedule it during the daytime in a
public location. Never invite
strangers to your house and if the
other party insists on meeting
somewhere private or secluded,

beware of hidden agendas. For
high-value exchanges, consider
meeting at the local police
departtnent_ This greatly mirumizes
the possibility of illegal activity from
taking place.
Always let a trusted friend or
family member know where you're
going, who you're meeting, when
you should be back and have your
cell phone on you - charged. It
wouldn't hurt to bring a friend
alon~ with you so you won't be
caught alone in a sketchy situation,
like what happened to Clark. Again,
if the other party urges you to arrive
by yourself, know that something
fishy is up.
Most importantly, in any
circumstance, trust your gut_
Hwnans were given the sense of
intuition for a reason, so don't
ignore it. If at any time you just
don't feel comfortable, don't feel
pressured to follow through. There's
always a safer option and there's no
reason to risk your life.
In the event that you find
yourself in an uncertain situation,
try to find a safe location to dial 911.
It may also be a smart idea to
familiarize yourself beforehand with
one of the several personal safety

apps available for iPhone and
Android_
The app bSafe features an SOS
button to notify your network of
friends with text messages, phone
calls, and video recordings with a
single tap of your screen.
Additionally, you can set it up to
check in at a location or within a
time frame and if you fail to do so,
a notification will automatically be
sent to your contacts. Tilis app can
come in handy when going on a
date, meeting someone for an
exchange, or going anywhere alone
and makes it possible to get help
even if you're unable to request it.
Although I personally did not
know Clark, we lived among the
same communities - perhaps even
bumped into the same people at one
time or another - so I very much
sense the melancholy that has filled
the air in his absence.
Hopefully, we can make the
most of this terrible situation and
not have let Clark died in vain.
Remind one another to be cautious
online and use the buddy system;
safe is better than sorry.
Opinion can be reached at
opinlon@alestlelive.com.

Kayaktivists paddle i_nto an ironic protest, lack credibility
Protesting is one of the greatest rights
people in America have; however, as of
recently, people tend to protest the wrong
way.
Amanda Turner
Online Editor

When things are unjust, speaking our
minds is important. It is crucial that a
Americans, we take a stand against unjust
behaviors. Protesting helps keep the
government from overstepping or taking
too much power. Lately, people are joining
in protests against things they do not
e~tirely understand_
In Seattle this past week, there was an
oil rig bound for Alaska docked in the port
to resupply and refit before continuing
north. This would give 700 locals jobs for
the time it took to · refit. In turn, this of

course was met with protest from those
against oil drilling.
The issue with these protests were that
the groups of protesters were piling into
plastic kayaks to picket the rig. They were
protesting oil in oil-based plastic after
driving their gas-guzzling vehicular
machines to the park. These people
showed an ironic sense of protest, which is
a common trend in protests lately.
All over the country, in the past few
months, there have been protests against
police brutality with brutality. The brutality
1s wrong in every way, but by venting anger
with destruction, the protests only served
to hurt themselves. People were arrested,
businesses were destroyed and nothing
changed. There has to be a better way to
get our opinion across.
It is important that we protest
injustices in the right way. As students, you
should educate yourselves and become

informed of the entire situation, instead of
just following along with everyone else.
You do not want to look foolish sitting in
or using a product of what you are
protesting. It is important to not become
an ironic statement while making your
voices heard_
During the "Die In" protest we had
this spring in the Morris University
Center's Goshen Lounge, students covered
their mouths with duct tape and laid on the
floor in a spread of bodies to dispute the
Michael Brown shooting_ This was a great
example of protesting with a cause_
Students portrayed a strong, unified front
of intolerance while leaving the arguments
and violence behind. As students, we
should be encouraged to find new
solutions to injustice and to protest in ways
that truly make a difference_
Opinion can be reached at
opinion@alestlelive.com.
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Standings
Baseball
SE Missouri
Morehead St .
SIUE
Tenn . Tech
Jo x. State
Belmont
Austin Peay
E Kentuc ky
Murray State
UT Martin
E Illinois

OVERALL
36-23
38-20

ovc

20-30

19-11
16-14
15-14
15-14
15-15
12-17
11-19
9-20
9-21

26-29
30-27
29-29
25-26
21 -29
16-40
17-35
13-36

22-8
20-10

Results from May 14
Morehead St 9, Murray State 4
E Kentucky 5, Tenn, Tech 4
SE Missouri 12. Belmont 0
SIUE 6, E. llllnols 2

Jax. State 14, UT Mortin 2
Evansville 6. Austin Peay 5
Results from May l.5
Morehead St. 14, Murray State 10
E. Kentucky 12, Tenn. Tech 10
Jax. State 13, UT Martin 12
E. llllnois 6, SIUE 3
Murray State 27, Morehead St. 7
Belmont 11 , SE Missouri 5
Results from May 16
Tenn Tech 10. E. Kentucky 2
SIUE 8, E. Illinois 7
SE Missouri 13, Belmont 7

Results from May 20
Tenn. Tech 5. Jax. State 3
Belmont 9, SIUE 7
Results from May 21
Morehead St. 4. Tenn. Tech 3

Senior catcher Parker Guinn visits with senior pitcher Ryon Daniels before pitching against the University of Tennessee at Martin on Sunday, April 26.
I Photo by Christian K. Lee/ Alestle

Tournament turbulence
Baseball loses twice in Ohio Valley Conference Tournament, ends season

Jax. State 8, SIUE 5

CAITLIN GROVE

Softball
SIUE
Jax. Sfate
Murray State
Tenn. Tech
E. Kentucky
E. llllnols
SE Missouri
Moreheod St.
UT Mortin
Selrnont
Austin Peay
Tenn. State

Alestle Lifestyles Editor
OVERALL

ovc

43-16

20-6
18-6
20-7
15-11

38-17
38-19
33-28
24-28
21-27

13-10

14-ll
12-12

19-27
22-24
· 24-26
13-32
9"'37

9-15

11.-37

4..:22

11-ll
8-16
5-:22

Results from May 2
Tenn. Tech 4, Morehead St, 1
SE Missouri 8, Austin Peay 1
SIUE 7, E. llllnOl$2
Jax. State 2, f, Kentucky 1
Tenn. Tech 7, Morehead St 5
SE Missouri 6, Austin Peay 5
Jax. State lo, E. Kentucky 2
E. Illinois .4, SIU£ 3
Murray State 8, UT M:Jrtin 1
Tenn. State 4. Belmont 3
Murray State 6, UT Mortin 2
Results from May 3
Morehead St. 5, Tenn. Tech 3
SE Missouri 11, Austin Peay 10
E. llllnols 1, SIUE 0
Jax. Stofe 9, E. Kentucky 0
Murray State 9, UT Mortin l
Belmont 6, Tenn. State 2
Results from May 6
Mu11oy State 8, E. Illinois 4
Jax. State 21, SE Missouri O
Tenn. Tech 11, E. Kentucky 3
SIUE 8, Mor&head St. 3
Schedule for M.ay 7
E, llllnols 10, SE Missouri 9
Murray State 5, Jax. State 4
Tenn. Tech 4, SIUE 1
E. Kentucky 2, Morehead St. -0
SIUE 10, E. Hllnols 2

Despite a promising play
leading up to the Ohio Valley
Conference Tournament, the
baseball team ultimately fell
short in two games.
On Wednesday, May 20, the
team lost to Belmont State
University 9-7 in a close, 11inning game. The team started
off strong, with one run in the
bottom of the first inning on a
double down the infield line off
the bat of sophomore infielder
Keaton Wright. The Cougars
scored one in the third inning off
a groundout, courtesy of senior
infielder Chase Green, and
another in the fourth off a
double by junior infielder Jacob
Stewart.
After falling behind 4-3, the
team answered back with a
three-run fifth inning. Senior
outfielder Denton Reed led off
the inning with a solo shot down
the right-field line. Later in the
inning, Wright grounded out to
the second baseman, scoring
senior
outfielder
Nick
Lombardo. Senior first baseman
Alec Saikal then singled to center
field, scoring Green.
The Cougars were down 7 6 going into the bottom of the
ninth inning, when freshman
outfielder Dustin Woodcock hit
an RBI groundout to tie the
game.
Unfortw1atcly,
after
giving up two runs to Belmont
in the botstom of the 11 inning,
the Cougars were unable to rally

for the win.
Junior starting pitcher P.J.
Schuster hurled six innings,
allowing four runs on 10 hits
and striking out six. Senior
pitcher Brett Thomas came in on
relief, giving up one ryn on five
hits in three~ innings pitched.
Junior pitcher Zach Malach
received the loss ( 1-2), allowing
two runs on two hits in two
innings pitched.

defense behind them either. We
didn't give up a lot of earned
runs, it's just our defense let us
down a little bit and gave them
more opportunities to score."
On Thursday, May 21, the
team dropped its second and
final game of the tournament to
Jacksonville State University 85. The Cougars gained the quick
lead in the top of the first inning
on a two-run home run off the

' ' I think we had five errors and 10
walks and it's pretty hard to
overcome those things; we gave
them too many opportunities to
score runs.
Tony Stoecklin
S/UE Baseball Head Coach

Head Coach Tony Stoecklin
said the team played hard, but
didn't play their best baseball.
"I think we had five errors
and 10 walks and it's pretty hard
to overcome those things; we
gave
them
too
many
opportunities to score runs,"
Stoecklin said. "I don't think
[pitching] was bad, I think
[Schuster] had a solid start and I
thought [Thomas] and [Malach]
did well. If we had just
eliminated a few walks here and
there - but we didn't play

bat of Wright. Jacksonville State
bounced back, scoring three runs
in the bottom of the inning. In
the top of the econd inning,
Reed grabbed an RBI single.
After scoring on a fielding
error in the fourth inning, the
team earned one last run off a
single by Stewart.
Junior starting pitcher
Jarrett Bednar threw four
innings for the loss, giving up
five runs on eight hits. Junior
pitcher Ryan Agnitsch came in
on relief, throwing four innings

and allowing two runs on five
hit .
Stoecklin said in game two,
once again the Cougars simply
were not at their best
''We played hard, we just
didn't play well enough to beat
Jacksonville State,." Stoecklin
said. "[Pitching] could have been
better. I thought [Bednar] could
have had a better start, [but] it
wasn't bad. I thought [Agnitsch]
did a good job in relief; he kept
us in the ballgame."
Stoecklin said overall the
season was solid, especially in
conference play
"I think 19-11 in conference
play is a good season - this is a
very
competitive
baseball
league," Stoecklin said. "I don't
think we played very well in our
nonconference games; I certainly
think that's something that has
to improve next year."
Stoecklin said as the season
comes to a close, the team has to
say goodbye to seven seniors .
"I thought all seven of them
are great people; I've enjoyed
coaching them," Stoecklin said.
"What they've done for the team
and
the
program
is
immeasurable. I wish them all
the best and I know they will be
extremely
successful
with
whatever they choose in life."
The Cougars ended their
season with a record of 20-30
overall, 19-11 conference.
Caitlin Grove can be reached at
cgrove@alestlelive.com or ~3524.
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Memorial Day is special
for Cards reliever Harris
Tom Timmermann
St. Louis Post-Dispatch (MCT)

The Cardinals, like all of
baseball, observed Memorial Day
on Monday. There was a moment
of silence before the game to honor
soldiers who lost their lives on duty.
The team wore special caps and
jer eys - in the Cardinals' case
with the clements on their jersey
done in beige camouflage instead
of red or gold - that will be sold,
with the proceeds going to
programs for veterans.
But the player it may have
meant the most to was Cardinals
reliever Mitch Harris.
Harris is the Naval Academy
graduate who served five years of
active duty in the Navy, rising to
the rank of lieutenant, before
joining the Cardinals. He's the first
Naval Academy grad to make the
majors since 1921, the first ever to
win a game. And for him, the
meaning of Memorial Day runs
deep.
While no one he served with
died in combat when he was
deployed, Harris knows people
who have died, and you can't go
through the Academy without
being reminded of those who have
died over the years. The Academy
has a room, . Memorial Hall,
dedicated to those who died.
''It's a sacred room at the
academy," Harris said Monday.
'That's a place that always reminds
you of what it's really about,

especially on a day like todar You
think of the namt:s that are in that
room, and what they did, and
where they might have wanted to
be in life, what they gave, the
sacrifice. You can't even put words
to it. .. . It's unfathomable what
those guys have done. To think
they gave their life for the guy next
to him is something you don't
understand until you've been
there."
Which is why Harris is careful
on this day to note the difference
between Memorial Day and
Veterans Day. As someone who
served in the military, Veterans Day
is for him. Memorial Day is for
those who gave even more.
"It's tough," he said. "People
ay 'thanks for your service' today.
It's tough because, we are
appreciative of people recognizing
that, but today's not our day.
Today's a day for people who aren't
here, who allowed us to be here.
That's the meaning of today, to
remember those guys and girls who
sacrificed their life for us so we can
do what we want to do and for our
dreams. It's a big day but I don't
want people to get it confused with
Veterans Day. Today's not Veterans
Day. It's to remember people that
gave the ultimate sacrifice for us."
Though neither of his
grandfathers died in combat,
Harris said that on Memorial Day
he thinks of their service in World
War II. Louin Harris was in the
Navy and fought in the Battle of

M1dwa,i James Chambt:rlain was in
the Army and fought in the Battle
of the Bulge.
"I think of my grandfathers,
who passed awa); not from the war,
but both were sun,ivors," he said.
"Those were the closest I had to
losing someone. There was guys I
served with, that I went to school
with, that I know lost their lives
during the war.... Days like today
it sinks in. It's hard to fathom what
a family can go through when your
son or your brother isn't there any
more. It kind of brings it back to
home a little bit."
Harris added a little to his
game-day tribute by going through
pregame throwing and stretching
in black military boots made by
ike. (They don't have stripes.) "It
was cool," he said. "Just a reminder
of everybody that's allowed us to
do this."
Manager Mike Matheny said
before the game it would be great
if H arris could get into the game
on Memorial Day, a chance for the
sailor to see a different kind of
action, but that he would only do
it if the simation presented itself.
When Carlos Martinez pitched his
way through seven innings, that
chance was effectively gone,
though if the Cardinals hadn't won
the game in the 10th, who knows
what could have happened had the
game dragged on.
Read more about Harris
at alestlellve.com

On Memorial Day, the St. Louis·Cardinals thanked all military veterans for their
service, Including their own reliever Mitch Harris.
I Photo via Twitter

Bears release Ray McDonald after arrest on domestic violence charge
Rich Ca mpbell
Chicago Tribune (MCT)

Ray McDonald's
econd
chance in the NFL lasted only 62
days before he landed in police
custody again Monday. His
second arrest in the last nine
months prompted the Bears' new
regime to relca e him Monday
afternoon. Now they're left to
contend with the fallout from
their unreciprocated trust in
McDonald's vow to end his legal

troubles.
McDonald was arrested on
charges of misdemeanor domestic
violence and child endangerment,
the Santa Clara, Calif., police
department said. It's the second
time since Aug. 31 that he has
been arrested as a result of women
claiming he assaulted them.
According
to
police,
McDonald, a defensive end, was
arrested Monday after officers
learned "he physically assaulted
the victim while she was holding

a baby." Police responded to a
dismrbance
at McDonald's
residence at 3:48 a.rn., but
McDonald had left the scene.
He was located at a house
owned by former 49ers teammate
Justin Smith, and he was arrested
there, police and property records
show.
"We believe in second
chances, bl!t when we signed Ray
we were very clear what our
expectations were if he was to
remain a Bear," general manager

San Francisco 49ers' Ray McDonald (91) sacks Seattle Seahawks quarterback Russell Wllson (3) in the first half at
Candlestick Park in San Francisco on Sunday, Dec. 8, 2013.
I Photo by Doug Duran/ Bay Area News Group /MCT

Ryan Pace said in a statement.
"He was not able to meet the
standard and the decision was
made to release him."
Bears Chairman George
McCaskey initially vetoed Pace's
reques t to sign McDonald in
March because of what he
perceived to be a pattern of
behavioral problems.
However, McCaskey changed
his mind after McDonald flew to
Chicago and met with him, and
after he spoke to McDonald's
parents by telephone. The Bears
signed McDonald on March 24 to
a ne-year, 1.5 million contract
that included no guaranteed
money.
In discussing the signing that
da); McCaskey indicated the Bear
would
highly
scrutinize
McDonald's
actions
gomg
forward.
"I told him that mv
assessment was 'bad decisionmaking,' allowing himself to be in
the wrong place at the wrong
time, or not withdrawing from a
simation at the appropriate time,"
McCaskey said. "And I told him,
if he's to remain a Bear, that needs
to improve. And he pledged to
me that it would."
But Monday's' arrest only
added another bullet point to
McDonald's list of legal troubles.
McDonald, 30, was available
to the Bears as a free agent in
March because the 49ers released
him D ec. 17, with general
manager Trent Baalke citing a
"pattern of poor decisionmaking."
He was arrested Aug. 31 on
suspicion of felony domestic
violence but was not charged.
In December, a woman
accused him of sexual assault, and

San Joe police have yet to charge
him or clear him. McDonald has
sued that woman for defamation,
and she countered with a civil suit
against him. McDonald still is
subject to disciplina.ry action by
the NFL on the matter.
In the wake of those
incidents, new Bears defensive
coordinator Vic Fangio vouched
for McDonald's character when
the Bears debated signing him.
Fangio was McDonald's defensive
coordinator for the last four
seasons with the 49ers and felt
comfortable with McDonald
based on a relationship built on
daily interactions.
"The headlines, I think,
looked worse than what acmally
happened, but they happened,"
Fangio said April 28. "He made a
mistake putting himself in those
positions for that to happen. But
ultimately he was not charged
with anything, so we felt good
about it here."
In addition to Fangio's
character reference, Pace said he
felt
comfortable
signing
McDonald because the contract
was "a one-year, 'prove-it deal,'"
he said. "So we protected
ourselves."
The Bears Were willing to
risk signing McDonald largely
because his ability as a defensive
end could significantly help their
new 3-4 front. His familiarity
with Fangio's scheme was an
asset. Fangio lauded him as a
tough, complete player in
defending the run and pass. From
a football perspective, his
departure creates a substantial
void.
Read more about McDonald
at alesttellve.com

